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On the Teleconnectivity of the "Arctic Oscillation"
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and increasinggreenhouse
Abstract. The term "Arctic Oscillation"(AO) hasrecently pletionin the lowerstratosphere
in the troposphere.
been introduced to describe the leading structure of SLP gas concentrations
The purposeof this note is to examinemore closelythe
variability over the Northern Hemisphere. A key feature
of the AO is its zonally symmetric appearance,with a pri- degreeof zonal symmetrypresentin the AO usingteleconmary centerof action over the Arctic and opposinganoma- nectivity as a metric. Does the AO's annular appearance
lies in midlatitudes. Does the AO's annular appearance result from significanttemporal coherencebetween anomaof the EOF
result from significanttemporal correlationsbetweenSLP lies at distant longitudesor is it a consequence
anomaliesat distant longitudes?The resultspresentedin- methodologyusedto defineit? Suchscrutinyof the AO was
dicate that the temporal coherencebetweenthe Arctic and not performedin Thompsonand Wallace'sstudies.
midlatitudesis strongestoverthe Atlantic sector,with weak
correlations between the Atlantic and Pacific midlatitudes,
2. Data and Methods
both on intraseasonal and interannual time scales during

the past 50 yrs. Hence,the "annular"characterof the AO
is more a reflection of the dominance of its Arctic center of

action than any coordinatedbehaviorof the Atlantic and
Pacific centers of action in the SLP field. The AO is nearly

To facilitate comparisonof our resultswith thoseof TW,
identical data sets are employed. The primary data set is

monthlySLP on a 5ø latitude by 5ø longitudegrid poleward
of 15ø N for the period 1947-97, obtained from the NCAR

indistinguishable
from the leading structure of variability Data Library (seeTrenberthandPaolino,1980for details).
in the Atlanticsector(e.g.,the North AtlanticOscillation): Supplementarydata setsincludemonthlytroposphericand
lower stratosphericgeopotentialheights from the NCEPtheir temporalcorrelationis 0.95 for monthly data.
NCAR ReanalysisProject for the period 1958-97 (Kalnay
et al., 1996). Analysesare conductedfor the winter season,
1. Introduction
definedas November-April in the Northern Hemisphereand
May-October in the SouthernHemispherefollowingTW.
In a recent series of papers, Thompson and Wallace
TW emphasizedthat the AO is moreevidentin monthly

(Thompson
andWallace1998,hereafter
referredto asTW;

ThompsonandWallace,1999;Thompsonet al., 1999)introduced the nomenclature "Arctic Oscillation" to describe the

data than in winter-mean data, an aspect which they attributed to the competinginfluenceof the E1 Nifio - South-

ern Oscillation(ENSO) phenomenon
on interannualvarileadingEmpirical OrthogonalFunction(EOF) of monthly ability over the North Pacific. Accordingly,their calculaSLP anomaliesduringwinter polewardof 20ø N. While the tions were basedprimarily upon monthly data from which
Arctic Oscillation,or AO for short, encompasses
the well- the long-term mean annual cyclehad been removed. Note
knownregional"NorthAtlanticOscillation"(NAO) pattern that these "monthly anomalies" include both month-toin the Atlantic sector,TW emphasizedthe AO's higher de- month and year-to-year fluctuations,with the former gengreeof zonalsymmetryand suggested
that it shouldbe re- erally dominating over the latter. To reduce further any
gardedasthe morefundamental
structure(in theirview,the influence from the tropical Pacific upon the higher latiNAO is largely an "historicalaccident"dictated by station tudes,TW alsoconstructeda datasetof monthly anomalies
data availability).Accordingto TW, the importanceof the from whichthe year-to-year fluctuationshad beenremoved.
AO liesin (a) its structuralresemblance
to the dominant These "intraseasonalanomalies" were formed by subtracting
modeof circulationvariability in the lowerstratosphere,(b) each winter's mean from the individual monthly anomalies.
its similarity to the spatial pattern of circulationvariability in the SouthernHemisphere,both in the troposphere 3. Results
andlowerstratosphere,
and (c) its recentupwardtrendduring the past severaldecades,indicativeof a strengthening 3.1. Monthly sea level pressure
of the wintertime polar vortex from sea level to the lower
The AO was originally defined by TW as the leading
stratosphere.
The directionof causeand effectbetweenthe
EOF of monthly SLP anomaliespoleward of 20ø N during
troposphereand lowerstratospherewas purposelyleft ambiguousin TW's studies,althoughthey noted that recent November-April 1947-97, reproducedin the upper lefthand
generalcirculationmodelingexperimentsindicateseveral panel of Fig. 1. The AO exhibitsanomaliesof one signover
forcingmechanisms
may be operative,includingozonede- the polar cap and anomaliesof oppositepolarity in midlatitudes over the Atlantic-European and Pacific sectors.

How strongly correlatedare the Arctic, Atlantic and Pacific centersof actionof the AO? Correlationcoefficients(r)
amongregionalmonthlytime series(November-April 1947-
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97) formedby averagingthe area-weighted
SLP anomalies
within the outer (non-zero)contoursof the EOF pattern for
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Figure 1. LeadingEOF of monthly SLP anomaliespolewardof 20ø N basedon the Northern Hemisphere(left), Atlantic (middle),
and Pacific (right) domains. The patterns are displayedin amplitude (upper) and correlation (lower) form, obtained by regressingor
correlating the monthly SLP anomalies over the entire hemisphere upon the leading EOF time series from each domain. The contour
interval in the lower panels is 0.2 and the zero contour is darkened.

r(Arctic, Atlantic) =-0.64 (-0.56)
r(Arctic, Pacific) =--0.22 (--0.27)
r(Atlantic, Pacific) - O.10 (0.16)
where the values in parentheses are based on intraseasonal
anomalies. A correlation coefficient exceeding 0.09 in absolute value is significantly different from zero at the 5%
confidence level, taking into account the effective number

of degrees of freedom in the time series according to Tren-

berth (1984). Of the three pairs, the Atlantic and Arctic
time series are the most closely related, while the Atlantic
and Pacific indices share less than 3% of their respective
variability.
To what extent can the AO be recoveredfrom the leading
EOF of the Atlantic sector alone, or alternatively, from the

Figure 2. (Left) Correlationmap of monthly 50 mb geopotentialheight anomaliesupon the leadingEOF time seriesof 50 mb
heightsover the Atlantic sector. (Middle) Regressionand (right) correlationmaps of monthly SLP anomaliesupon the leading EOF
time series of 50 mb heights over the Northern Hemisphere. The contour interval for the correlation maps is 0.2 and the zero contour
is darkened.
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weak (lessthan 0.2 in magnitudeoverthe centralNorth Pacific) as are the correlationsbetweenthe leadingEOF over
the Pacific sector and height anomaliesover the AtlanticEuropeanregion [the links to the far westernAtlantic are
stronger(0.4-0.6), in associationwith the downstreamcenters of actionof the PNA pattern].

3.2. Connection to the lower stratosphere
Accordingto TW, an importantaspectof the AO is its
structural resemblanceto geopotentialheight variability in
the lowerstratosphereduring winter (howeverthe AO is
also presentduring the warm seasonwhen couplingto the
stratosphere
is absent).Figure 2 (left paneOshowscorrelation coefficients
betweenthe time seriesof the leadingEOF
of monthly 50 mb height anomalies in the Atlantic sector

(20ø - 90ø N, 90ø W- 90ø E) duringNovember-April195897 and 50 mb height anomaliesat each grid point over the
NorthernHemisphere.The dominantstructureof variability

in the lowerstratosphere
is clearlyannular, asevidenced
by
the similarityof the correlationcoefficients
alonga givenlatitude circle. Similarresultsare obtainedfor the leadingEOF
overthe Pacificdomain(and the NorthernHemisphere),
as
anomalies(not shown).
Figure 3. LeadingEOF of monthly850mb geopotential
height well as for the intraseasonal
anomalies poleward of 20ø S based on data for May-October
1958-97.

How zonally-symmetricis the SLP anomalypattern that
occursin associationwith the leading EOF of 50 mb geopo-

tential heightanomalies?The middle(right) panelof Fig.
2 showsthe result of regressing(correlating)the monthly
leadingEOF of the Pacific sectoralone? Figure i showsthe
leading EOF of monthly SLP anomalies based on the full

NorthernHemisphere
domain(left), the Atlantic (90ø W90ø E) domain(middle),and the Pacific(90ø E- 270ø E)

SLP anomaly fields upon the leading 50 mb PC time series
(the PC time seriesis basedon data for the entire Northern Hemisphere, but nearly identical results are obtained
when the PC time series from the Atlantic

or Pacific sub-

domain (right). The patterns are displayedin amplitude domainsare used). It is evident that SLP anomaliesover
(upperpanels)andcorrelation(lowerpanels)form,obtained the Atlantic and Arctic sectorsproject substantiallyupon
by regressingor correlatingthe monthly SLP anomaliesover the 50 mb PC time series(maximumcorrelationcoefficients
the entirehemisphereuponthe leadingprincipalcomponent around 0.4-0.5), whereas SLP anomaliesover the Pacific
(PC) time seriesfrom eachdomain. The leadingEOF ac- project only weakly (maximumcorrelationcoefficientsnear
counts for 21.9%, 30.8% and 27.2% of the variance over the 0.1), in agreementwith earlier findingsof Perlwitz and Graf
NorthernHemisphere,Atlantic and Pacificdomains,respec- (1995). Similar resultsare obtained for the intraseasonal
tively, and all are well separatedfrom the higherorder EOFs. anomalies(not shown).
When the analysisis restrictedto the months JanuaryThe leading EOF for the Northern Hemisphereis comprisedof the leadingEOF within eachsubdomain(Fig. 1, March, whichThompsonand Wallace(1999) defineas the
upperpanels).However,the Atlantic EOF doesnot project "active season"for the lower stratospherewhen the 50 mb

correlationcoefficients(lessthan 0.2) over the North Pacific (Fig. 1, lowermiddlepane•. While the PacificEOF

geopotential height variance over the polar cap reachesa
maximum, the SLP regression and correlation coefficients
increaseslightly in magnitude; however, the maximum cor-

does project onto the Atlantic sector, the connection is

relation coefficientsoverthe North Pacificare only 0.2, com-

strongly onto the Pacific sector, as evidenced by the low

strongonly over the westernportion of the Atlantic (via paredto 0.5 for the AtlanticandArcticsectors(not shown).
the well-known"Pacific-NorthAmerican(PNA)" telecon- When intraseasonalanomaliesare usedin placeof monthly
nectionpattern) and weak (correlationcoefficients
lessthan anomaliesfor January-March(both in the 50 mb EOF comand correlation
0.2 in magnitude)in the easternportion(Fig. 1, lowerright putationand in the SLP field), the regression
pane• where the Atlantic EOF has its largest amplitude. mapsweakensubstantially(not shown).
These results are consistentwith the strength of the correlations among the regional SLP indices cited above. The

3.3. Comparison
Hemisphere

with the Southern

NorthernHemisphereand Atlantic (Pacific)subdomainPC
time seriescontain90% (29%) of their variancein common,
TW suggestthat the AO is the Northern Hemisphere
while the Atlantic and Pacific sector PCs share only 10% analogueof the annular mode in the SouthernHemisphere.
of their respectivevariability. Nearly identical results are How similar is the AO to the leadingstructureof variability
obtainedfor the intraseasonal
anomalies(not shown).
southof 20ø S ? Figure 3 showsthe leadingEOF of monthly
Similar EOF analyseswereconductedfor monthly geopo- (May-October) 850 mb geopotentialheightanomaliespoletential height anomaly fields at 850 mb and 300 mb. The

results(not shown)supportthe findingsbasedupon SLP:

ward of 20ø S during 1958-97, which accounts for 26.8%
of the variance: nearly twice as much as the secondmode.

namely, that the correlationsbetweenthe leading EOF over
the Atlantic sectorand height anomaliesover the Pacific are

Like its NorthernHemispherecounterpart(Fig. 1. upper
left), the leadingEOF in the SouthernHemisphereexhibits
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anomalies of one sign over the polar cap region and anomalies of opposite polarity in midlatitudes, split into two centers. The primary midlatitude center of action occurs in
the western Pacific-Indian Ocean sector, with a secondary
center near the tip of South America.
How strongly correlated are these centers of action?
Defining regional monthly SLP anomaly time seriesaccording to the outer contours of the EOF pattern, we find:

r(Antarctic, IndoPacific) =-0.61 (-0.67)
r(Antarctic, SouthAmerica) ------0.38 (-O. ZO)
r(IndoPacific, SouthAmerica) = O.10 (0.19)

OSCILLATION

on the basis of EOF analysis of the monthly SLP anomaly
field during winter. The results presented indicate that
the teleconnectivity between the Arctic and midlatitudes
is strongest over the Atlantic sector, and that the temporal coherence

between

the Atlantic

and Pacific

midlatitudes

is weak, both on intraseasonal and interannual time scales,
during the past 50 yrs. Hence, the "annular" character of
the AO

is more

a reflection

of the dominance

of its Arc-

tic center of action than any coordinated behavior of the
Atlantic

and Pacific

centers of action

in the SLP field.

The AO time seriesis nearly indistinguishable from the

where the values in parentheses are based on intraseasonal

leading structureof variability in the Atlantic sector(e.g.,
anomalies,and Irl _• 0.09 is significantlydifferentfrom zero the NAO): their temporal correlationis 0.95 for monthly
at the 5% confidencelevel. The strongestcorrelationsoccur

SLP anomalies during November-April 1947-97. It is worth

betweenthe polar and primary midlatitude (Indo-Pacific) noting, however, that the correlation between the leading
centers, while the weakest correlations are found between
the two midlatitude centers of action, similar to the results
for the Northern Hemisphere.

3.4.

Winter-mean

sea level pressure

TW have drawn attention to the strong upward trend
in the winter-mean AO time series since 1968, indicative of
a deepening of the polar vortex during the past 3 decades.
However, when EOF analysis is applied to winter-mean SLP
anomalies during 1968-1997, the leading mode of interannual variability over the Northern Hemisphere contains only
the Arctic and Atlantic centersof action of the AO, while the

secondmodecontainsthe Pacificcenter(not shown).This
resultis consistentwith the weakvaluesof r(Arctic, Pacific)
and r(Atlantic, Pacific) and strong value of r(Arctic, Atlantic) basedon winter-mean SLP anomaliesduring 196897 (-0.15, 0.02, and -0.86 respectively,where Irl _• 0.28 is
significantlydifferentfrom zero at the 5% confidence
level).
For a more robust

estimation

of the interannual

correla-

tions among the 3 centers of action of the AO, the longer
1947-97 period of record is used:

PC in the Atlantic

sector and the traditional

station-based

index of the NAO (e.g, the normalizedSLP differencebetweenIcelandandthe Azores)is only0.71 (0.83) for monthly
(winter mean) anomaliesduring November-April1947-97,
reflecting that the two station NAO index is not the optimal
representation of the spatial pattern associated with it.
A "teleconnectionpattern" in a meteorologicalfield may
be defined as a spatial structure with two or more distinct
and strongly coupled centers of action. By that definition,

the NAO (e.g., the Arctic-Atlantic SLP anomalydipole)
clearly qualifies as a teleconnection pattern. In contrast,
the AO and its Southern Hemisphere counterpart are distinctive, not for the strength of the teleconnections between
their various centersof action, but for the remarkably large

areal coverageand zonal symmetryof their primary (Arctic / Antarctic) centersof action.
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and Discussion

The intent of this study was to examine (using teleconnectivityas a metric) the degreeof annular symmetry (Received July 23, 1999; revised October 12, 1999;

present in the "Arctic Oscillation" pattern defined by TW

acceptedDecember22, 1999.)

